Steam Education Solutions by
makeblock

**Neuron Explorer Kit**  
*Ages 6+  $269.99*  
Makeblock Neuron Explorer Kit gives students the power to create almost anything using a series of programmable electronic blocks that function as sensors, lights, sounds, and motors. Designed to make learning Swift coding fun and engaging, the kit encourages exploration through building, programming, and creating.

**Neuron Artist Kit**  
*Ages 6+ $199.99*  
The Neuron Artist Kit is a set of programmable electronic blocks designed to help students develop coding and design skills through play. This new kit, in addition to its sound effects, pulsating colors, and cool programming features, includes companion programming software: the Neuron app (flow-based) and mBlock (based on Scratch 3.0). By combining hardware and coding, this educational resource lets students create artistic projects and develop a passion for learning how to code like an artist!

**Neuron Inventor Kit**  
*Ages 6+ $169.99*  
Neuron Inventor Kit is an essential package of Makeblock Neuron programmable electronic building blocks including sound, light, and sensor. Combined with intuitive graphical programming, Makeblock Neuron encourages all creators to turn their ideas into real, working gadgets.

**mTiny - Educational Robot**  
*Grades K-5  $199.99*  
mTiny is an early education robot for students grades K-5. Its Tap Pen Controller is a coding tool that exercises student's logical thinking and problem-solving abilities. Using coding cards and various themed map blocks, mTiny guides students in exploring and creating through highly interactive, stimulating and educational games. mTiny is self-contained and has no need for mobile phones, tablets and laptops.

**Halocode Standard Kit**  
*Ages 12+  $39.99*  
Makeblock Halocode is a single board computer with built-in Wi-Fi. Designed for programming education, its compact design integrates a broad selection of electronic modules. Pairing with the provided block-based programming software mBlock, Halocode offers all sorts of opportunities to experience AI & IoT application with just a few clicks; it makes creation easy, fun and extremely affordable for the entire class. Featuring a microphone module and supporting mBlock-integrated Microsoft Cognitive Services, Halocode makes AI speech recognition super-easy to use.

Compatible with the Makeblock platform and LEGO® blocks
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